1970 Lancia Fulvia - 1600 HF Fanalone
1600 HF Fanalone

Lot sold

USD 81 977 - 117 110
EUR 70 000 - 100 000 (listed)

Year of manufacture

1970

Drivetrain

2wd

Lot number

141

Drive
Condition

LHD
Used

Location
Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour
Car type

Red
Coupé

Description
French title
Chassis No 818 5400 002179
Engine 818 540 2264676
- Legendary reputation in Rallies
- A neat and high-performing example
- Eligible for the most prestigious historic racing events
This particular car is a desirable and competitive 1970 Lancia Fulvia 1600 HF "Fanalone". It has
brought much joy to its highly knowledgeable owner for the past 20 years, who has enjoyed the car's
performance but has not taken part in racing events. It was sold by the late Pierre Landereau who
confirmed him that the car was a former Jolly Club client competition car prepared for the Group IV at
the time. Our example is in good condition and has a lovely patina, its red paint was previously
redone and was able to withstand the test of time.
Its mechanics was meticulously cared for in recent years, for instance with the engine's complete
restoration, the installation of a larger transmission and the fitting of adjustable shock absorbers. It
was also fitted with a 5-speed Fulvia 1600 Zagata gearbox which had longer gear shifts. The period
rally gearbox, as well as the four group IV rims, will be included with the car. Among other
accessories, it also has large brakes, a roll bar, a tripmaster, a card reader, a hydraulic handbrake
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and a large capacity fuel tank. It is fitted with four Yokohama tyres in good condition and is ready to
hit the road. In lovely condition overall and relatively rare to be for sale, this car and its V4 engine will
make you fall in love its high performance at the most beautiful historic racing events.
For more information and photos: https://www.artcurial.com/fr/lot-1970-lancia-fulvia-1600-hffanalone-3980-141
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